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In this work, the electro-optical and magnetic characteristics of Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 
12.5% and 25%) are brought into investigation by employing full potential linearized 
augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) scheme designed within density functional theory 
(DFT). The stability of the Be1-xCrxS alloy is justified by the negative values of formation 
energy. The band structures and density of states are examined by using GGA functional. 
Be1-xCrxS compound demonstrates the half-metallic (HM) ferromagnetic behavior for all 
doping concentrations; spin-up channel reveals the metallic character and other spin 
version displays the semiconductor (SC) behavior. The values of total magnetic moment 
(µB) are recorded as 4.0 8.0 and 16.0 µB for corresponding 6.25%, 12.5% and 25%, which 
mainly arises owing to Cr-3d state. Moreover, optical features including dielectric function 
ε(ꞷ), reflectivity, refraction, and absorption are explored within range of 0-10 eV. The 
maximum absorption of incident photons was found in ultraviolet (UV) span which 
implies their importance for optoelectronic applications. Results reveal that the studied 
alloy has potential applications in magnetic and optoelectronic gadgets. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The occurrence of magnetic ordering in condensed matter is dependent on the existence of 

magnetic moments and their interactions. The partially filled d-shells of transition metals (TMs) 
are the major reason to stabilize the magnetic ordering in solids at room temperature. Naturally 
occurring magnets have metallic band structures which hinders their potential usage in advanced 
spintronic devices. Significant efforts have been made to engineer the magnetism in 
semiconducting (SC) solids [1]. Over the past few years, the half-metallic ferromagnetic (HMF) 
and dilute magnetic semiconductor (DMS) materials have been studied extensively owing to their 
inimitable physical features and technological applications in the field of photovoltaic, magnetic 
storage and optical gadgets [1-3]. The remarkable features and functionalities of these magnets 
arise from their strong spin-polarization. DMS compounds (II-VI, III-V, and IV-VI) are obtained 
through the substitution of TMs [4] which alters the energy band gap (Eg) of host material. In 
addition, 3d transition metals (TMs) tend to exhibit higher solubility in II-VI compounds as 
compared to III-V SC compounds [5, 6]. These materials exhibit robust ferromagnetism at 
elevated temperature [1, 2] and are utilized by charge carriers in SC to produce HMF materials. 
Half metallic ferromagnetic material exhibits metallicity in one spin version and have a band gap 
(Eg) in another spin version, which yields 100% SP above the Fermi level (EF). Owing to this 
exceptional behavior, the materials properties exhibited at macroscopic and nano scales offer 
valuable insights for achieving novel functionalities in devices. 
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The II-VI semiconductors have aroused much enthusiasm in the scientific community due 
to their large Eg and maximum light emitting efficiency at room temperature [7-13] which make 
them appropriate candidates in optical gadgets e.g., blue laser, optical waveguides, spin valves and 
LEDs. Specifically, BeX (X= S, Se, Te) have large indirect band gaps [14-18] and crystallize into 
four-fold coordinate zinc blend phase under low pressure [19-22]. The bulk modulus, Eg and 
Philips iconicity values of these alloys increase from BeTe to BeS [23, 24] which makes them 
more stable materials. Also, it is found that robust covalent bonding and their small ionic radii are 
the distinctive characteristics that set them apart from other chalcogenide compounds. The lattice 
parameters of BeTe and BeS are almost similar to the gallium arsenide and zinc selenide, 
respectively [25]. Various theoretical studies were carried out to investigate the physical features 
of TM (TM= Mn, Ti, V and Cr) doped BeS alloys [26-29], while experimental work on these 
alloys is limited [30]. Nazir et al. investigated the magnetic and electronic properties of chromium 
(25%) -doped CdS/ZnS reporting the HMF behavior [31]. The stability of the ferromagnetic (FM) 
phase in chromium-doped II-VI compounds were probed through theoretical computations that 
rely on tight binding approximation [32]. The p-d exchange interaction has been observed to 
exhibit FM behavior while the FM character of d-d super-exchange still needs experimental 
verification for Cr-based II-VI semiconductors [33]. Using DFT, Mokaddem et al. examined the 
HMF behavior of Cr doped BeS and was regarded as a promising material for spintronic devices. 
The outcomes illustrated that the robust hybridization among S-3p and Cr-3dt2g states dominated 
the Eg for spin-up channel and stabilized the FM ground state via double exchange mechanism 
[34]. HMF behavior was also observed for Cr doped BaSe by Bahloul et al., and it was reported 
that p-d exchange coupling offers antiferromagnetic (AFM) feature at 75% doping and FM 
behavior for other concentrations [35]. 

Herein, first principles calculations are executed to calculate the electro-magnetic and 
optical characteristics of Cr-doped BeS alloy at different Cr concentrations. The analysis of the 
outcomes shows that the resultant compound demonstrates HMF behavior and is highly 
recommended for applications in spintronics and other optical gadgets. 

 
 
2. Computational details 
 
DFT is a reliable theoretical approach that has been extensively employed to investigate 

the physical features of solid-state systems. The FP-LAPW approach is used to calculate the 
physical features of the Be1-xCrxS alloys. In WIEN2k code, the Kohn-Sham equation of DFT is 
solved by using FP-LAPW scheme [36]. Within muffin tin (MT) sphere, the basis set is obtained 
by partitioning the crystal system into non-overlapping spheres which enclose each individual 
atom and forming an interstitial region between them. The exchange and correlation energies are 
taken into account by applying the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation potential. The charge density and potential are 
expended using a combination of spherical harmonics and plane waves as the basic function for 
the interstitial composition [38, 39]. For SCF calculations, a matrix of 10 × 10 × 10 K-mesh was 
employed within first Brillion zone (BZ). Electronic configurations: [He] 2s2 for Be, [Ne] 3s2 3p4 
for S and [Ar] 3d5 4s1 for Cr were used in calculations. The cut-off parameter (which controls the 
basis set size) RMT × Kmax are selected as 8 and Gmax = 12. The RMT is the MT radius and Kmax is 
the highest length of the plane wave vector. The MT radiii are taken as 2.50, 2.20, and 2.30 bohr 
for Cr, Be and S atoms, correspondingly. Atomic wave functions are augmented up to lmax = 10 to 
classify the spherical harmonics for ground state energy computations. For total energy 
convergence, the self-consistency was assumed of less than 10-6 Ry. 

 
 
3. Results and discussions 
 
3.1. Electronic features 
The electronic characteristics including band structures (BS) and density of states (DOS) 

of a material are examined by the participation of various electronic states in the valance to 
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conduction band (VB and CB). The BS provides information about the material’s nature with 
respect to electrical conductivity and is linked with optoelectronic characteristics [40]. The impact 
of magnetic (Cr) impurity on BeS compound is depicted in Fig. 1 in the form of iso-surface spin 
density visualization. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Geometric illustration along with iso-surface spin density visualization for (a) Be0.9375Cr0.0625S (b) 
Be0.875Cr0.125S and (c) Be0.75Cr0.25S. 

 
 
This magnetic character can be confirmed by highly asymmetric spin polarized of BS of 

the studied material. The plots of BS along the high symmetry direction of the first BZ of 
Be0.9375Cr0.0625S, Be0.875Cr0.125S, and Be0.75Cr0.25S compounds are shown in corresponding middle 
panels of Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Be1-xCrxS compound reveals the HMF behavior because of the metallic 
nature observed in spin-up version and semiconductor (SC) character with a direct Eg in spin-down 
channel (see middle panels of Fig. 2-4).  

 
 

   
 

Fig. 2. Plots of BS ((a) left and (c) right) and TDOS ((b) central) of Be0.9375Cr0.0625S. 
 

 
The computed values of Eg (at Γ symmetry points) in spin-down channel for Be1-xCrxS 

(x=6.25%, 12.5%, 25%) are 2.74, 2.84 and 2.85 eV, respectively. The electron exchange in both 
spin channels illustrates the ferromagnetic (FM) ordering with 100% SP. For comparison, the 
pristine BeS compound elucidated the SC character with Eg of 2.9 eV and owns symmetric DOS 
revealing zero net µB in previously published theoretical data [41]. This reveals the significant 
impact the Cr impurity causes on the electronic structure of pristine BeS. 
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To validate the nature and origin of ferromagnetism, the DOS are calculated for Be1-xCrxS 
within range of -6 to 6 eV as depicted in middle panel of Fig. 2-4 and Fig. 5(a-c). Total (T) DOS 
represent the number of diverse electron states available at specific energy levels and its plots 
exhibit good agreement with BS results [42]. The highest peaks of TDOS show the maximum 
participation of Cr and S atoms in VB and CB. While PDOS plots offer insights into the 
participation of individual atoms to specific energy levels. The participation of the Cr-d state is 
significant with minor contribution of Be-s and S-p states above Fermi level in majority spin 
version, which plays an important role to provoke HMF behavior in studied alloys. 

For all concentrations, the VB is mainly dominated by Cr-3d and p orbitals of sulfur atom 
via minimum contribution of Be-s and S-s states while in CB, the peaks arises owing to the Cr-3d 
state with an admixture of s-state of beryllium and p-states of sulfur atom in both spins (up and 
down) versions (see Fig. 5a-c). There exists a strong hybridization owing to d-orbit of chromium p 
orbit of sulfur atoms across the Fermi level in majority spin version.  Thus, the computed features 
indicate that the resultant compound has prospective applications in spintronic and optical devices. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Plots of BS ((a) left and (c) right) and TDOS ((b) central) of Be0.875Cr0.125S. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Plots of BS ((a) left and (c) right) and TDOS ((b) central) of Be0.75Cr0.25S. 
 
 

To examine the material's thermodynamical stability, the formation energy (∆Ef) is 
computed by the following formula [43] and illustrated in Table 1. 
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∆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇(𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵1−𝑥𝑥𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆) − 𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 − 𝑚𝑚𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝑛𝑛𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆                                            (1) 
 

Here, ETotal(Be1-xCrxS) denotes the overall energy of the resultant compound and l, m, n 
signifies the number of atoms per unit cell. EBe, ECr and ES represent the energies of the individual 
components in their respective bulk form at the ground state. Table 1 depicts the negative ∆Ef 
values for all doped systems, which corresponds to the thermodynamical stability. The positive 
values of ∆Ef show unstable behavior of the material while negative values provide confirmation 
of stability in FM phase for corresponding compounds [44]. 
 
 

   
 

Fig. 5. Plots of SP-TDOS and PDOS of Be1-xCrxS compound at (a) Be0.9375Cr0.0625S (b) Be0.875Cr0.125S  
and (c) x= Be0.75Cr0.25S. 

 
 

Table 1. Formation energies of Cr doped Bes alloy. 
 

Concentrations of Cr %     6.25       12.5       25 
Formation energy (EF)    -2.69      -2.91     -3.12 

 
 
3.2. Optical properties 
In order to fabricate the optoelectronic gadgets, it is inevitable to explore the light 

interaction with semiconducting materials. In this way, some physical mechanisms including the 
interband transitions happen in the materials which is explained by the optical characteristics in 
terms of frequency-dependent optical parameters. Various optical parameters of Be1-xCrxS alloys 
are calculated within range of 0-10 eV to inspect their prospective usage in optoelectronic, solar 
cells and UV photodetectors gadgets. Optical parameters are calculated from dielectric function 
ε(ꞷ) which can be investigated via the expression of ε(ꞷ) = ε1(ꞷ) + ε2(ꞷ) [45-47]. Where ε1(ꞷ) 
represents the real part of the ε(ꞷ) and is linked via the reflection/scattering of the system. ε2(ꞷ) 
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indicates the imaginary part of ε(ꞷ)  and is directly related to absorption spectra [48]. ε1(ꞷ) and 
ε2(ꞷ) are related according to the Kramers-Kronig relation [49]: 

 
ɛ1(ꞷ) = 1 + 2

𝜋𝜋
 𝑃𝑃 ∫ ωɛ2(ꞷ)

𝜔𝜔2−𝜔𝜔2 𝑑𝑑
∞
0 ꞷ                                                         (2) 

 
𝜀𝜀2(𝜔𝜔) = 𝐵𝐵2ħ

𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋2𝜔𝜔2 ∑ ∫|𝑛𝑛,𝑛𝑛᾿(𝑘𝑘, 𝑞𝑞)|2 𝛿𝛿�𝜔𝜔𝑛𝑛,ń(𝑘𝑘) −  𝜔𝜔�𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑑𝑑3𝑘𝑘                                             (3) 
 
At zero frequency, ε1(ꞷ) is reported as 25.6, 30.1, and 58.2 for 6.25%, 12.5% and 25% 

doping of Cr, respectively (see Table 2). Afterwards, ε1(ꞷ) spectral lines decline with increasing 
energy of incident electromagnetic (EM) wave (see Fig. 6a). 
 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Plots of (a) ε1 (ꞷ), (b) ε2 (ꞷ), (c) n (ꞷ) and (d) k (ꞷ) of Cr doped BeS. 
 
 
Beyond the 6.72 eV energy, ε1(ꞷ) reaches below zero for all concentrations, exhibiting 

metallic nature. This metallic behavior is attributed to the excitation of substantial effective mass 
(collectively) which is energized by an electric field [50]. Moreover, Eg and ε1(0) of the 
investigated alloys also adhere to Penn’s model, which can be expressed as ε1(0) ≈ 1+ (ħꞷp/Eg)2 
[51]. The absorptive nature of the compound is proved by ε2(ꞷ) which corresponds to the BS. The 
ε2(ꞷ) is expressed as electronic transitions from VB to CB [52]. The threshold (critical) energy 
points of ε2(ꞷ) occur in 1.4-3.1 eV range for Be1-xCrxS alloys (see Fig. 6b). The prominent peaks 
can be identified at 7.4, 7.7 and 7.9 eV for corresponding 6.25%, 12.5% and 25% Cr doping. 
Hence, maximum absorption is exhibited in the UV spectral zone, endorsing that the studied alloy 
is a suitable candidate for high energy optical device applications. Path change of incident light is 
scrutinized by refractive index n(ꞷ), which describes the bonding character of the substance [53]. 
At zero frequency, n(ꞷ) values are 5.4, 6.2 and 8.1 for Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 12.5% and 25%), 
correspondingly (see Table 2). These values are greater than unity showing that photons are 
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slowed down as passing through materials owing to electron interactions. The n(ꞷ) upsurges to the 
maximum values at 6.82 electron volt for all doping concentrations and then decays with 
increasing photon energy (see Fig. 6c) because photons are not directly de-excited to lower energy 
state, leading to energy dissipation [26]. The n(ꞷ) is correlated with real part of the ε(ꞷ) via 
relation k2-n2 = ε1(ꞷ) [54]. The extinction coefficient k(ꞷ) signifies the reduction in the intensity of 
light (k ˃ 0) as it passes through a system. It is related to ε2(ꞷ) through relation: 2kn = ε2(ꞷ). The 
k(ꞷ) plays an important character in controlling the behavior of EM as passing through the system 
[55]. The local maxima value for k(ꞷ) related to the zero value of real part is 2.66, 2.52 and 2.41 at 
7.51, 7.74 and 8. 35 eV for Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 12.5%, 25%), respectively (see Fig. 6d). 
 
 

    

 
 

Fig. 7. Plots of (a) α (ꞷ), (b) σ (ꞷ) and (c) R (ꞷ) of Cr doped BeS. 
 
 

Absorption coefficient α(ꞷ) is a vital parameter of optical characteristics and provides 
valuable insights into the application of electro-optical materials. The α(ꞷ) reveals the rate of 
decay in energy per unit distance as EM radiation penetrates the system and also analyzes the 
absorptive nature of materials [56]. It can be calculated form computed k(ꞷ) using the relation: 

 
𝛼𝛼(ꞷ) = 4𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋

 𝜆𝜆
                                        (4) 

 
The absorption edges of α(ω) are directly associated with the Eg which are 2.82, 2.71, 2.74 

eV for Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 12.5% and 25%), correspondingly. After edge points, α(ω) increases 
via energy and reaches its maximum value around 6.8-7.9 eV (see Fig. 7a) in the UV spectral 
region. Uppermost peaks are displayed owing to valance to conduction band transitions while 
smaller curves emerge due to sub-bands [57, 58]. Peaks values of the resultant compound appeared 
in UV region which is similar to other related alloys such as Be1-xMnxTe (5.2-7.1 eV) [43] and Be1-

xVxSe (6.4-7.3 eV) [59] that revealed highest absorption in this span and suggest the material for 
optoelectronic applications. Another optical parameter, optical conductivity σ(ω) characterizes the 
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rise in conductivity of material owing to absorption’s light and is dependent on inter/intra-band 
transitions. It also describes the process of bond-breaking as light interacts with the material’s 
surface [60]. The σ(ω) and α(ω) plots have parallel behavior because diminution of light is 
correlated with an increase in electron concentration in CB [59]. σ(ω) curve starts to increase as 
photons of threshold frequency fall on the material’s surface and attain peak values such as 1650 
(Ωcm)-1, 1420 (Ωcm)-1 and 1580 (Ωcm)-1 at 7.74, 7.75 and 7.98 eV for Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 
12.5% and 25%), correspondingly (see Fig. 7b). Its peak values reveal that Be1-xCrxS compound is 
a potential material in higher energy range above threshold frequency. As light interacts with the 
material’s surface, it undergoes simultaneous processes of absorption, reflection and transmission. 
To examine the light that bounces off the material’s surface [61], the reflection coefficient R(ω) is 
also computed and shown in Fig. 7c. 

 
 
Table 2. Computed static optical parameters: ε1(0), n(0) and R(0) of Cr doped BeS alloys. 

 
Compounds         Eg(eV)          ɛ1(0)          n(0)        R(0)    
Be0.9375Cr0.0625S          2.74          25.6          5.4          0.45 
Be0.875Cr0.125S          2.84          30.1          6.2          0.52 
Be0.75Cr0.25S          2.85          58.2          8.1          0.71 

 
 
At zero electron volt, the estimated R(ω) is 0.45, 0.52 and 0.71 for 6.25%, 12.5% and 25% 

concentrations, correspondingly (see Table 2). The highest R(ω) is observed within range of 6.5-
8.0 eV in UV zone where the ε1(ꞷ) show negative peak. The obtained outcomes for ε1(0), n(0) and 
R(0) have been listed in Table 2. Optical features reveal that the studied material is suitable for 
solar cells, photodetectors and optoelectronic gadgets. 

 
3.3. Magnetic features 
The partial, total and interstitial magnetic moments (µB) of Be1-xCrxS (x= 6.25%, 12.5% 

and 25%) are calculated and summarized in Table 3. SP-DFT is used to explore the magnetic 
characteristics of the alloy [62]. The values of the total µB are 4.0, 8.0 and 16.0 for 6.25%, 12.5% 
and 25% doping concentration, respectively. The outcome shows that the Cr and Be atoms have 
more participation in inducing total µB as compared to the S atom, additional, it is confirmed from 
spin-dependent magnetic density (see Fig. 1). The spin configuration of individual atom in system 
is represented by the positive and negative signs, indicating the spin direction of the electrons 
associated with that atom [63]. The positive integer values of atoms favor the parallel alignment of 
µB while opposite signs tend to exhibit an anti-parallel configuration of µB. Commonly, the parallel 
alignment of µB is the dominant factor contributing to an increase in the total µB of studied alloy. 

 
 

Table 3. The individual, interstitial and total µB of Cr doped BeS alloy. 
 

Concentrations Interstitial      
(µB) 

Cr (µB) Be (µB) S (µB) Total (µB) 

6.25% 0.91360 2.76227 0.01836 0.00237 4.00030 
12.5% 1.84145 2.75999 0.03204 0.00788 8.00318 
25% 3.69145 2.75802 0.06736 0.02521  16.03229 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 
DFT calculations are done to examine the electro-magnetic and optical characteristics of 

the Be1-xCrxS (x = 6.25%, 12.5% and 25%) compound. The outcome of the ∆Ef confirms the 
stability of Be1-xCrxS alloy in the cubic phase. Cr doped BeS alloy exhibits the HMF behavior with 
100% spin polarization. The analysis of the BS and DOS reveals that partially filled Cr-d and S-p 
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states exhibit hybridization. In addition, the HMF character is validated by the integral values of 
µB and Cr-d state is identified as the primary contributor to magnetization. Dielectric functions and 
other optical parameters are investigated to study the optical characteristics of Be1-xCrxS 
compound. Cutoff values of frequency dependent reflectivity are 0.45, 0.52 and 0.71 for 6.25%, 
12.5% and 25% concentrations, respectively. The upper-most conductivity σ(ω) peaks are 
computed as 1650, 1420 and 1580 (Ωcm)-1 for Be1-xCrxS (x = 6.25%, 12.5% and 25%) alloy, 
correspondingly. Furthermore, maximum α(ω) and n(ω) in UV range enables the material potential 
usage for UV photodetectors, magnetic and solar absorbing devices. 
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